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Day 1: From Cognates to Correspondences

1.1 Introduction

Basic concepts of the course will be introduced in this session, and we will very briefly discuss
questions of data representation, data modeling, and data analysis, and discuss the major
objectives of computer-assisted as opposed to computer-based approaches to historical
language comparison.

1.2 Cognates

We discuss the construct of cognacy by pointing to issues in the usage of the term and the
application of the concept as reflected in the annotation of cognates in datasets or in the
literature. As a central goal of the discussion, we want to raise awareness regarding the
complexity of cognate relations, which have a direct impact on the praxis of historical language
comparison.

1.3 Alignments

Alignments are introduced as the central concept that we need to use in order to identify regular
sound correspondences and to prove that words are truly cognate. While so far only
occasionally being used by practictioners of classical approaches to historical language
comparison, we will try to advertise the usage of alignment analyses both in prose texts as well
as in the construction of large comparative datasets.

1.4 Correspondences

Based on the notion of phonetic alignments, we will take a closer look at regular sound
correspondences, and how corresponcences can be assembled to form patterns from aligned
cognate sets. The notion of sound correspondence patterns will be crucial later when
discussing formal approaches to phonological reconstruction.
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2.1 Lexical Motivation

Complex words are frequent in the languages of the world and often also occur in the basic
vocabulary of human languages. At times they may even provide important evidence for
linguistic reconstruction. In order to handle complex words properly, we need find ways to
handle them formally. Initial ideas regarding the handling of complex words with the help of
morpheme glosses are introduced and their implications are discussed.

2.2 Phylogenies

We use the term phylogeny to refer to evolutionary scenarios that describe how languages
evolved into their attested shape. Phylogenies are not restricted to phylogenetic trees, but can
often be represented by one or more trees at the same time. We discuss the concept of
phylogenetic trees, of phylogenetic networks, and the difficulties of reconciling evolutionary
scenarios for individual words with overarching language phylogenies.

2.3 Distance-Based Approaches to Phylogenetic Reconstruction

As a starting point for the exploration of a phylogenetic datasets, distance-based approaches
provide a quick summary on the data we can observe. We introduce basic concepts and
discuss two major algorithms for the reconstruction of phylogenetic trees with the help of
distance-based approaches.

2.4 Character-Based Approaches to Phylogenetic Reconstruction

Character-based approaches to phylogenetic reconstruction model the evolution of each
individual character (usually a cognate set in the data) and try to find an overarching phylogeny
that explains individual evolutionary patterns best. We discuss the advantage of character-
based over distance-based approaches and give a brief introduction to parsimony-based
phylogenetic reconstruction as well as a very brief overview about Maximum Likelihood, the
core concept underlying the nowadays very common Bayesian approaches to phylogenetic
reconstruction.

Day 3: From Words to Stars

3.1 Introduction

Discuss major aspects of phonological reconstruction as the core principle of linguistic
reconstruction.

3.2 Reconstruction without Trees

Discuss the — in our opinion — false claim that scholars reconstruct with a tree in mind. Show,
instead, that concrete ideas about common sound change processes are more likely to drive
reconstruction choices, driven by formulaic principles by which proto-forms for unique sound
correspondence patterns are identified.
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Preset a recent framework that learns how to reconstruct based on phonetic alignments and
sound correspondence patterns and show how this could be useful for ongoing work in the
field of comparative linguistics.

3.4 Uncertainty in Phonological Reconstruction

Present recent ideas on handling uncertainty in phonological reconstruction, inspired by
automated methods for phonological reconstruction.

Day 4: From Words to Deeds

4.1 Overview

Provide a rough overview about available tools that can be used in quantitative approaches to
historical language comparison. Discuss major data formats that are typically needed, when
carrying out an analysis.

4.2 LingPy

Give a short introduction into the major features of the LingPy Python library and how it can be
used to analyze one’s data.

4.3 EDICTOR

Give a short demo of the EDICTOR tool for the creation and curation of etymological
dictionaries in a consistent, and formal framework that makes use of alignments,
correspondence patterns, and allows for a rigorous checking of one’s data.
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Day1: From Cognates to Correspondences
.

Johann-Mattis List (DLCE, MPI-EVA Leipzig)

1 Introduction
Our goal for this first session in our little course on quantitative and formal methods in historical lan-
guage comparison is to discuss some major developments which were made in the field of historical
linguistics in the past years, and which – in my opinion – may also have some importance for the prac-
titioners of language comparison, especially those who are not independently interested in quantitative
methods.

1.1 Modeling and Representation
In the sciences, scholars often talk about modeling. Scholars model sound change, they model lan-
guage change, and they try to model lexical borrowing. It is not always clear what is meant with the
term modeling, and it seems that scholars use it with varying ideas in mind. If we talk about modeling
in the context of quantitative and formal approaches to historical language comparison, I use the term
model in the sense of what Bröker and Ramscar (2021) call an implemented model. While a general
model can also exist of a prose explanation of the mechanisms underlying a phenomenon, an imple-
mented model is a model which can be shown to work in some piece of software and applied to some
data.

To explain why the contributions of representations, algorithms, and computations will only
rarely manifest themselves in fully independent ways [...], it is important to recognise that
in practice, models in the brain and cognitive sciences are typically presented in one of two
distinct ways: either as abstract model descriptions, or as implemented models. Abstract
model descriptions typically comprise symbolic (i.e. verbal or algebraic) descriptions of
the relationships between what are typically quite loosely defined quantities or entities.
Accordingly, while abstract models can appear to be more or less “formal”, they typically
fail to fully specify representations (what exactly will be counted and in which format) and
typically fail to fully specify the algorithms that will transform these representations into
predictions (Figure 6). It is in fact only when these latter steps are made, and an abstract
model is actually implemented, that it can be considered formal in any meaningful sense.
(ibid.: 17/25)

Of crucial importance for implemented models is the way in which data are represented, since this
determines how the implementation works. In the work I will present, for example, we may conveniently
represent language data (words in the lexicon of a language, etc.) in the form of tables. These can be
printed to paper, but they can also be typed into spreadsheets on the computer. The representation of
data is thus the basis upon which we build our models and implement them in computer code.

To recapitulate: Representational choices can significantly alter the performance of amodel,
the predictions it makes and thus the way it is interpreted. (ibid.: 20/25)

The distinction betweenmodels, implementedmodels, and representations, does not define the term
“model” itself. Atkinson and Gray (2006: 94) write about models, that they are “lies that lead us to
the truth”. Is this a useful characterization of models?
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1.2 Integrated Data Representations
When working with data, scholars often use very different representations of their data. They may have
one file for their syntactic properties they collect, one word document, where they collect their favorite
quotes, another spreadsheet where they started to collect sound changes, and some old FileMaker
database, which they still use for convenience, to enlarge their personal etymological dictionary of
their favorite language. When working with data, scholars also often commit certain common errors
in data collection. The most common errors are to extract information from sources without storing a
reference to the original sources, or to copy text from some resource into a cell in a spreadsheet and
later modify this content manually without keeping the original raw data.
As of now, there are many good guidelines for working transparently with data out in the internet

(Perkel 2022), and I recommend that all who feel a bit insecure about how to collect data properly
to inform themselves about these resources and generally take much more time in planning or ex-
perimenting with different formats of data representation than starting to collect data and eventually
destroying information without having intended to do so. I also recommend to think about integrated
data representation, that is, to think about ways to work on different questions with the same data, and
to extract certain important aspects of the annotation of a dataset rather than paste it into a separate
data sheet. As an example, scholars may store a dictionary of a given language written in orthography,
and additionally they may type off the phoneme inventory of that language from another resource and
collect these separately. It would be much better to work on a dictionary in phonetic transcription from
which the same information could be derived (the inventory should be extractable from the dictionary).
Examples for integrated data handling have been recently published by our group in the form of the
Lexibank repository (List et al. 2022a), where we compute several lexical and phonological features of
various languages from the wordlists, which we have collected and standardized.

Why is it so important to keep the raw data when collecting data for one’s studies?

2 Cognates
The starting point for many analyses in the field of historical language comparison is the identification
of cognate words across related languages. It is well known that this is typically done in an iterative
fashion when applying the comparative method (Ross and Durie 1996). This means that scholars
usually first identify some potential cognates, then search for sound correspondences among those,
then identify more cognates, kick out some that turn out to be wrong, etc. In order to formalize this
procedure, we do not only need to be clear about the way in which we want to represent words in
our data (we will discuss this in detail when discussing phonetic alignments), but also how we want
to define cognacy in this context. It turns out that this is far more difficult than one might think at first
sight.

2.1 Terminology
In order to approach the question of how to model, represent, infer, and annotate relations of cognacy,
it is important to get a clearer picture of the terminology we use in the field of historical linguistics and
beyond. Although most historical linguistics would probably confirm that they have a very clear idea of
the term cognacy and its meaning, we can find quite divergent applications in the practice. Historical
linguists usually agree that cognacy describes the relation between words that share a common an-
cestor form and have descended from this common form only via vertical inheritance – as opposed to
lateral transfer, which would point to borrowing events. When it comes to identifying cognates in mul-
tilingual datasets, however, we can quickly see that there may be various disagreements in practice.
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I attribute these problems to the insufficiency of the term cognacy to capture fundamental relations
we want to handle in our field. As I have shown before, our terminology would profit a lot from being
modified and made more precise and clear, reflecting fundamental relations of descent. The following
table (taken from List 2016, which is an extension of List 2014), we find terms for cognacy in linguis-
tics (along with suggestions for new terms) contrasted with typical terms for homology in evolutionary
biology.

It seems that the linguistic view on relatedness, when comparing it with the view reflected in the
terminology of evolutionary biology, is very biased towards borrowing. What reasons may contribute
to this view?

2.2 Relations
While the specification of the terminology on cognacy was helpful for some time, it turned out that it
was still not capturing all important aspects which we need for a formal representation of cognate sets
for the purpose of historical language comparison. What was specifically missing was a dimension
that would allow us to determine if a cognate relation can be considered regular or not, since this in
turn is crucial for the identification of regular sound correspondences. The following table (taken from
Schweikhard and List 2020) revises the previous table on cognate relations by adding regularity as a
new dimension and asking more clearly how each of the dimension must be specified.

This table also introduces a new term, following List (2018), strict cognacy, which is unfortunately
misrepresented in the table, in so far as it must require morphological and stratic continuity, since
strict cognates are defined as word forms which differ only with respect to regular sound change and
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semantics. We will see that these cognates are crucial for alignment analyses and for the identification
of regular sound correspondences, which depend on alignments.

How can we deal with cases in which parts of a word are strictly cognate (the root) while other parts
aren’t?

3 Alignments
Phonetic alignments are a central concept of the formal and quantitative work on historical language
comparison which our group pursues. The crucial idea of phonetic alignments is to represent words
as a sequence of sounds, which in turn allows us to handle the comparison of words as the problem
of comparing two or more sequences, which is most typically done with the help of alignment analyses
(List 2014). Implicitly, alignment analyses have been used for a long time in historical linguistics, but
explicitly, it has only been recently that they started to trigger the interest of scholars, as reflected in a
growing amount of studies devoted to the topic (Kondrak 2000, List 2014, Prokić et al. 2009).

3.1 Representing Words as Sequences of Sounds
Before we can align words, we need to discuss howwewant to represent them as sequences of sounds.
Here, we can see a lot of variation in scholarly practice, mostly resulting from the fact that scholars
insist to stick to traditional orthography or traditional phonological representations when comparing
cognate words in their specific language family. Traditions are very strong here, and scholars are often
unwilling to give them up. For a proper representation of words as sequences of sounds, however, it
is indispensable to have some clear notion of how sounds should be represented and how they should
be chained up to form a sequence.
The solution we pursue by now is to use a specific – and much stricter – version of the International

Phonetic Alphabet, named B(road)IPA, published as part of the Cross-Linguistic Transcription Sys-
tems Reference catalog (https://clts.clld.org, Anderson et al. 2018, List et al. 2021), which
defines more than 8000 different sound segments and is based on a generative component which
allows to define more possible sounds on the fly. We represent words in this transcription, but we do
not have any strong opinion on whether the representation should be phonetic or phonological. We
tend to recommend phonological representations which do not exaggerate phonological theory (e.g.,
by proposing that Chinese has only one vowel).
In order to represent a word, distinct sounds need to be written with a space as separator, so that

we can avoid ambiguities which may result from pre- vs. post-aspirated plosives, or various affricates,
such as [ts] or [tʃ]. Morpheme boundaries are written with the help of a plus symbol, thus, German
Hausmeister “housekeeper” could be represented as [h au s + m ai s t ə r].
In addition, we are currently experimenting with the possibility to cluster sounds (which are still listed

as separate sounds but marked as belonging together, using a dot instead of a space), if it is known
that they tend to evolve together (Hill and List in preparation). Thus one could represent all instances
of German [s t] as [s.t], since – as we know – the two sounds tend to behave in a specific manner
when it comes to their sound change patterns.

Are there certain sounds which would universally tend to evolve together and thus qualify as candi-
date for a grouped representation?

J.-M. List Pavia Lectures 2022
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3.2 Aligning Sound Sequences
An alignment between a certain number of sequences is a technique by which the sequences are
arranged in a matrix in such a way that all corresponding segments in the sequences appear in the
same columns, while empty slots, resulting from segments which correspond with not other segment
in another sequence are filled with gap symbols. We follow the tradition of evolutionary biology in
representing gaps with a dash. This is also the reason why we use the plus character for morpheme
boundaries. In the following figure, a pairwise alignment of two chains is shown, which illustrates the
major idea of alignment analyses, which introduce gaps in order to adjust the lengths of two different
sequences.

0 H H H H H 0

0 H H H H 0

0 H H H H H 0

0 H H H H H 0

For phonetic alignments, we do nothing else than that, we introduce gap symbols when we find that
a sound in a word from one language has no counterpart in the other language (such as the [n] in
German anderer “other” not having a counterpart in English other ).

How can we deal with cases of metathesis when carrying out pairwise or multiple word alignments?

3.3 “Alignability”
In Schweikhard and List (2020) we introduced the term alignability, in order to emphasize that not all
alignments which we can think of in historical linguistics are also meaningful.

This distinction accounts for the relation of strict as opposed to loose cognates and em-
braces the fact that only word forms which are strictly cognate can be aligned in a mean-
ingful way. (ibid.: 9/25)

As an example for problems of alignability, compare the two alignments given in the following table
(originally outlined in List 2014).

Language Alignment
Russian s - ɔ n ʦ ə -
Polish s w ɔ nʲ ʦ ɛ -
French s - ɔ l - ɛ j
Italian s - o l - e -
German s - ɔ n - ə -
Swedish s - uː l - - -

Language Alignment
Russian s ɔ - - n ʦ ə
Polish s - w ɔ nʲ ʦ ɛ
French s ɔ l - - - - ɛj
Italian s o l - - - e
German s ɔ - - - - nə
Swedish s uː l - - - -

(a) Global Alignment (b) Local Alignment

Here, we have different words for sun in various Indo-European languages, which we could align in a
naive way as shown on the right, or in a historically more informed way, as shown on the right. It turns
out, that in the proposed informed alignment, we are only left with the initial, since we have not (yet)
figured out a proper way of handling metathesis (as observed in the Polish word form).
However, a closer look at the word forms also reveals that they may not be alignable after all, given

that they reflect two distinct Indo-European roots of sun, which are thought to reflect a unique (!) root
alternation, only observed for the term sun in Proto-Indo-European, involving *-l- and *-n-. Thus, instead
of aligning the Polish form with the German form, which both have inherited different reflexes of the
alternating paradigm in Indo-European, it may be better to avoid aligning both words after all, and
instead try to align only those word forms which go back to the same original root form.
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Can the dot-representation for the grouping of sounds help to resolve some potential problems of
multiple alignments in historical language comparison?

4 Correspondences
One of the biggest breakthroughs which we have made in our group during the past years was to
find ways to handle correspondence patterns formally. The major ideas was presented in a study
by List (2019) which also introduces an algorithm by which correspondence patterns can be inferred
from phonetic alignments across multiple languages. Since then, we are exploring correspondence
patterns in different language families and try hard to make their handling easier. However, until now,
the handling and our understanding of correspondence patterns is still not perfect, and much more work
will be needed in the future. In order to understand the major idea behind the notion of correspondence
patterns, it is important to go back to the work of Anttila (1972).

4.1 Alignment Sites
The following table shows regular sound correspondences across four Indo-European languages, illus-
trated with help of alignments along the lines of Anttila (ibid.: 246). In contrast to the original illustration,
lost sounds are displayed with help of the dash ‘-’ as a gap symbol, while missing words (where no
reflex in Gothic or Latin could be found) are represented by the ‘∅’ symbol.

This illustration highlights six alignment sites, that is, columns of an alignment. These sites are
chosen, because they are useful to illustrate the concept of sound correspondence patterns or simply
correspondence patterns, which we have been trying to formalize during the past years. In contrast to
an alignment site in isolation, a correspondence pattern is a patterns of sounds across different related
languages (one sound per language) which is reflected in many alignment sites. When looking at the
illustration above, we can identify two major patterns in the six sites, namely AEF on the one hand
and CEF on the other hand. A and C cannot form a pattern, since they are in conflict with respect
to the sound in Gothic. E and F are compatible with both A and C, because they both have missing
data, which masks the true structure of the pattern to which they belong. The major task of historical
language comparison consists in the identification of correspondence patterns in a language family.

Correspondence patterns have been used to predict word forms for which no cognate reflex had
been identified before. How could this work, when considering the example above?

4.2 Correspondence Patterns in the Literature
In the literature, correspondence patterns are – unfortunately – typically only shown in a condensed
form, which does not allow for concrete predictions or applications. As an example, consider the
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following table illustrating correspondence patterns identified by Clackson (2007: 37), taken from List
(2019: 142).

The problem of the table is that it does not show how individual patterns look (e.g., if we have two
sounds in Hittite as reflexes of Proto-Indo-European *bʰ, are their distributions the same as for the
two sounds in Gothic? One can surely argue that this depends on the conditioning context, which is
missing here, but one could as well argue that the concrete patterns derived from concrete alignments
would give us much more information here, since they would also allow us to assess the frequency of
the patterns in the data, etc.

The representation distinguishes different sound reflexes separated by a space and by a dash, what
is the difference here?

4.3 Correspondence Pattern Identification
The following figure (taken from ibid.) summarizes some of the terminology discussed so far. We
consider the identification of correspondence patterns in aligned cognate sets as one of the key tasks
of historical language comparison, since it is the basis of linguistic reconstruction and crucial for the
evaluation of cognate sets and the justification of regular sound change.

In List (ibid.), I proposed an algorithm that helps to identify regular sound correspondence pattern
from aligned cognate sets. This method was then applied to predict unobserved reflexes of cognate
sets of Western Kho-Bwa languages in a field word experiment which were later verified through ad-
ditional field work (Bodt and List 2022). It was also expanded as a method for automated supervised
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phonological reconstruction (List et al. 2022b) and later used as a baseline for a shared task on word
prediction (List et al. 2022c). But apart from the fact that this method works quite well, I consider it
much more important now, that we have established a much stricter representation of correspondence
patterns than what has been used in the literature so far. This representation is specifically useful in
combination with proto-forms, as it allows scholars to check language by language how regular their
cognate sets are, and to search for conditioning contexts that explain why one and the same proto-
form show more than one reflex in the same language. We will illustrate the manual inspection of
correspondence patterns in more detail during the fourth lecture. The following table (taken from List
2019) gives a short idea on the potential of this representation in showing correspondence patterns for
Chinese dialects derived from Middle Chinese voiced alveolar initials (*d) in dependence of the Middle
Chinese tone of the syllables in question. As can be seen, we find a strict division in diverging patterns
resulting from *d under the even (P) tone, as opposed to the other three tones (SQR).

How can we explain the irregularity of certain patterns, and how can represent irregularity in our
data?
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Day 2: From Words to Trees
.

Johann-Mattis List (DLCE, MPI-EVA Leipzig)

1 Lexical Motivation

In the first session, we have discussed some major questions regarding cognates, alignments, and
sound correspondences. In this session, we will take a rather radical turn and discuss phylogenetic
trees and phylogenies in a broader sense. In order to keep the transition smooth, however, we will
first look at lexical motivation as a major process underlying word formation, which is indispensable in
order to understand the major processes of lexical change, which themselves open the doors towards
phylogenies and phylogenetic trees.
As we have seen before, in our discussion about alignments and alignability, it can be quite chal-

lenging to find examples for regular sound correspondences, not because sound change is not regular,
but rather because it has been superseded by numerous morphological processes by which the orig-
inal shape of word forms has been modified. In order to cope with this problem of drastic information
loss when searching for regular sound change processes, scholars have for a long time made use of
specific techniques of internal reconstruction in order to find the original shape of the word forms which
had been changed under the influence of morphological change. These techniques have never been
sufficiently formalized, not only, because a formalization might be difficult and language or language-
family-specific, but also because the workflows which linguists use often switch back and forth between
internal and external reconstructions.
In our group, we have began to work towards a formalization of internal reconstruction by focusing

on word formation processes in general and lexical motivation patterns and word families in particular.
The results of these efforts have been in part published, but our approaches have evolved with the
publications. For this reason, we are still in a stage where we test our methods and try to find a
sufficiently large enough number of examples that illustrate how the new techniques can be used. In
the following, we will only quickly look at word families, and then show how we try to handle motivation
structures with the help of morpheme glosses, and how we handle allomorphy with inline alignments.
I hope that we will be able to publish some more detailed studies presenting our new approaches in
the nearer future.

1.1 Word Families

Following Koch (2001), lexical motivation can be defined as summarizing the formal and semantic pro-
cesses by which new words are formed from existing ones during word formation (Gruaz 2002). Words
whose motivation can be traced back to common lexical roots form a word family (Hundsnurscher
2002). The following image (taken from a grant application, with the grant to be started in January
2023, which may later be published independently) provides some examples for word formation, lexi-
cal motivation, and word families.
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Interestingly, scholars do not often talk about word families in historical linguistics. An exception
is the field of Sino-Tibetan linguistics, where it enjoys a doubtful reputation, due to the fact that the
grouping of words into families is not often done with the help of rigorous principles, see Fellner and
Hill 2019). In scholarly practice, however, it is rather the norm than the exception that scholars apply
language-specific knowledge about language- or subgroup-internal word formation processes in order
to identify those comparanda which substantiate their sound correspondences when comparing words
across languages. This internal reconstruction – when carried out rigorously – is often the reason
why scholars are convinced of the regularity of sound change, since the “raw” material derived from
concrete word forms for concrete terms often does not show regular sound correspondences throughout
the whole word without further explanation.
Word families – the result of assembling words in the same language into groups of common descent

– are thus central to scholarly practice of historical language comparison, even if there are no common
ways to formalize scholars’ knowledge on them.

How do compounds fit into the word family schema?

1.2 Morpheme Glosses

When comparing words across languages and inside one and the same language, it is crucial to for-
mally annotate their lexical motivation, that is, the semantic andmorphological processes by which they
have been derived. As a first attempt to handle these processes – originally tested only on compounds
in Burmish languages – Hill and List (2017) introducedmorpheme glosses as a device to make individ-
ual components of words transparent through annotation. Morpheme glosses are similar to interlinear-
glossed text (Lehmann 2004) but not applied to the sentences in a corpus, but rather to the words in a
wordlist or a lexicon. Thus, starting from a morpheme-segmented word form (in our space-segmented
representation by which words are modeled as sound sequences), we can annotated individual word
parts by providing short glosses which give hints to the original meaning or the grammatical function
(inside the complex word). The following table (taken from our grant application) provides some exam-
ples of morpheme glosses as represented in the EDICTOR tool (https://digling.org/edictor,
List 2021a, List et al. 2017).
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After our initial experiments, we successively expanded the idea of using glosses for the annotation
of lexical motivation in follow-up studies, trying to show that morpheme glosses are not only apt for
the handling of etymological relations between words in the case of compounds but also in the case of
derivation (Schweikhard and List 2020). Currently, we are furthermore testing, to which degree these
glosses can help us to improve phylogenetic reconstruction and the identification of alignable word
parts (Wu and List forthcoming).

Would it be possible to capture universal motivation patterns with the morpheme gloss annotation
approach?

1.3 Inline Alignments

So far, we have not fully resolved the problem of handling allomorphy and exceptions in sound cor-
respondence patterns. The problem here is that both allomorphy and (known) exceptions, due to
some kinds of irregular sound change, such as, for example, assimilation of frequently used words,
analogical processes like contamination, or sandhi phenomena, easily mask the regularity of the corre-
spondences exhibited by the root of a word family. In our formal annotations of linguistic data, we want
to capture both the knowledge that certain sounds are unexpected, following our idea of sound laws,
but at the same time we want to list them along with the major patterns, showing specifically also what
we would expect a word to look like if it had been changed by regular processes. A current approach
which we are testing on different datasets at the moment are inline alignments. An inline alignment is
an alignment of a sequence that is represented along with the sequence itself in the same line (which
is why I call it in-line).
As a very general example, consider German Eltern “parents” and its sequential phonetic represen-

tation [ɛ l t ɐ n], which we can contrast with its phonological representation [ɛ l t ə ʁ n]. An inline
alignment of these two forms, which would take the phonological form as the primary one would look
like [ɛ l t Ø/ə ɐ/ʁ n]. So what we do in an inline alignment is we “entangle” both forms in a single
sequence in such a way that we list identical segments of the alignment only once, while alternating
segments are represented with the help of a dash symbol that separates the “source” of the “target” ele-
ment. From the perspective of its information, we can generate both the phonological and the phonetic
form from this new sequence.
But the principle of representing two sequences in one line does not have to be limited to the repre-

sentation of phonological and phonetic forms, it can also be used for morphological alternation. Thus
[ɛ l t ə ʁ n] can be analyzed as consisting of the comparative of alt “old” and the plural ending -en, thus
referring to “the older (people)”. We could represent the original form as [a l t + ə ʁ+ ə n], which
we can describe with a morpheme gloss as OLD :comparative :plural, and in an inline alignment as
[ɛ/a l t + ə ʁ+ Ø/ə n] (this has been outlined in more detail in List 2021b). The advantage of using
the analyzed form as the primary form is that we can now directly compare the inline alignment with
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other members of the word family alt in German. Furthermore, using the root [a l t] as an anchor point,
we can also automatically align all kinds of its derivations to this root form and thus provide a multiple
alignment of word forms derived from the same root (the use of multiple alignments for language-
internal handling of morphology is uncommon, but there are some examples for recent attempts to
make use of them, as shown by Beniamine and Guzmán Naranjo 2021 for inflectional morphology).

What is the advantage of inline alignments over a listing of all words that belong to one and the same
language family, and where are the limits of this approach?

2 Phylogenies

Linguists have known for a long time that languages evolve and that the languages we observe today
may stem from common sources which themselves no longer exists. First speculations on the common
descent and the tree- or network-like separation of languages can already be found in early studies of
the 17th century and thereafter (List et al. 2016). Until the late 18th century, however, the dominant
view among scholars in Europe was that all human languages were products of the mythical Confusion
of Tongues which prevented the construction of the Tower of Babel (Klein 2004).

2.1 From Oaks to Tree Diagrams

Unlike modern phylogenetic trees, early linguistic trees were much less formal and systematic, but had
the tendency to resemble true trees much more closely. As an example, consider Schleicher’s tree
from 1853 (Schleicher 1853), which has the appearance of a massive oak with a big trunk. Only later,
the family tree visualizations became more schematized, but the interpretation was still far away from
being formalized.
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As an example for the lack of formalization, consider again a tree by Schleicher, this time from 1861
(Schleicher 1861). While this tree looks much more formalized than the earlier tree from 1853, the de-
scription of this tree in the text is interesting, since Schleicher points to branch lengths as representing
the supposed time which had elapsed since separation while at the same time emphasizing that the
distance between extant languages reflected their synchronic closeness.

The oldest splits of Indo-European until the development of the funda- mental languages
of the language families which constitute the stem of the language [sprachstamm] can be
visualized by the following schema. The length of the lines in- dicates the elapsed time,
the distance of the lines from each other indicates the degree of relationship. (ibid.: 6f)1

While it is difficult to understand the passage by Schleicher completely, it is possible that Schleicher
thought of some additional closeness between languages independent of their evolutionary history
and tried to mark this in his tree drawing by separating the major subgroups visually from each other
in the tree and by placing languages like Albanian and Greek horizontally close to each other while at
the same time assigning them a larger divergence time than given for Celtic and Italian. What could
such a close placement of languages in a phylogenetic tree reflect from a contemporary perspective
on language evolution?

2.2 From Trees to Webs

Not long after Schleicher and some colleagues had propagated their family treemodels for the first time,
scholars began to contest them. One of the most prominently cited opponents of Schleicher’s family
trees was Johannes Schmidt (1843-1901), who devoted a complete booklet to contradict Schleicher
(Schmidt 1872).
In this study, Schmidt presented concrete data in the form of sets of ho- mologous words (“cognate

sets” in linguistic terminology) for the major Indo-European branches. He noted that one could easily
find examples for homologs shared exclusively among different possible pairings (Greek vs. Old Indian,

1My translation, original text: “Die ältesten teilungen des indogermanischen bis zum entstehen der grundsprachen der den
sprachstamm bildenden sprachfamilien laßen sich durch folgendes schema anschaulich machen. Die länge der linien
deutet die zeitdauer an, die entfernung derselben von einander den verwantschaftsgrad.”
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Greek vs. Slavic, Slavic vs. Old Indian) with no residues (“reflexes” in linguistic terminology) in any of
the other branches. Based on this finding, Schmidt refuted the family tree hypothesis, arguing that a
tree could not explain the observed data.
What Schmidt proposed instead was the rather fuzzy idea of a wave-like expansion of the major

branches of the Indo-European languages which contributed to their gradual separation and would
explain the specific commonalities between individual pairs which seemed to contradict each other.
Unfortunately, Schmidt did not see that the cases he listed could be perfectly explained by the tra-
ditional tree model assuming well-known phenomena like differential loss (Geisler and List 2013) or
incomplete lineage sorting (Evans et al. 2021, Jacques and List 2019, List et al. 2016). But although his
critic was not valid and his alternative model, the “wave theory” (Wellentheorie), as it was called there-
after, did not offer any concrete instructions with respect to the formal modeling of language divergence
and spread, many linguists started to present it as a valid alternative to the family tree model.

Nowadays, the wave theory is often presented as some kind of diffusion model in which languages
gradually diverge without splitting abruptly. This model of language evolution was alreadymentioned
by Hugo Schuchardt (Schuchardt 1870 [1900]), and family tree models are not capable of modeling
the split process in detail. But is it justified to attribute diffusion models to Schmidt’s wave theory?

3 Phylogenetic Reconstruction

In the following, we will quickly introduce some major concepts of phylogenetic reconstruction as it is
practiced in recent approaches to historical language comparison and heavily inspired from evolution-
ary biology.

3.1 Distance-Based Approaches to Phylogenetic Reconstruction

Distance-based approaches were among the earliest approaches to phylogenetic reconstruction which
were proposed by scholars. The basic assumption of distance-based approaches is that one can
aggregate certain information about the taxonomic units (languages, species, etc.) in such a way that
these aggregated similarities or dissimilarities among the taxonomic units provide enough information
to reconstruct a phylogeny of the units in question. While most scholars would contradict this claim
nowadays, both in evolutionary biology and in linguistics, distance-based approaches are still useful in
order to quickly check a certain dataset, since they are easy to understand and fast and easy to apply.
As a first algorithm that can be used to infer phylogenetic trees from the data, there is the algorithm

that is nowadays simply called UPGMA by Sokal and Michener (1958). This algorithm is fairly simple,
by subsequently merging those languages with each other which show the lowest distance score,
and then averaging all distances between the merged languages with the rest, thus creating a new
matrix that is then again investigated for the pair with the lowest distance. What is essential about this
algorithm is that it yields a rooted tree in which branch lengths are supposed to reflect the true, steady,
evolution that occurred. If a distance matrix fulfils the criterion of really reflecting steady evolution (in
which change proceeds at the same speed), the distances in the distance matrix are the same as
between the branches in the tree. If evolution is not ultra-metric, the UPGMA branch lengths will differ
from the distances in the matrix. In such a situation, no rooted tree can display the matrix truthfully. In
An unrooted tree, however, can display certain distances, which are called additive. If a matrix shows
data which are truly additive, the Neighbor-joining algorithm can be used to find the tree (Saitou and
Nei 1987). The difference is illustrated in the following figures.
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Neighbor-Nets (Bryant and Moulton 2004) show uncertainty in distance-data by representing dis-
tance data in the form of a network when data are not additive, but resolving data as a tree, when
they are truly additive. Why is it problematic when scholars interpret Neighbor-Nets literally, reflect-
ing concrete evolutionary processes?

3.2 Character-Based Approaches to Phylogenetic Reconstruction

In contrast to distance-based approaches, character-based approaches start from individual features
and try to model their evolution along a potential phylogeny. When being given a larger number of
features, specific techniques are used in order to infer the phylogeny that explains best how all features
evolved under the same phylogeny.
The normal case in which we think about language evolution is by using certain models. Swadesh

turned his cognate sets into distance matrices, which means he lost a lot of interesting information on
individual processes of lexical replacement, which is a pity, since he had such an interesting model, as
we saw last time. Later, in biology, methods were developed to account for the evolution of individual
traits, and the most prominent one (at least for a long time) is parsimony or maximum parsimony.
The idea is that one checks for a certain traits how it evolves along a tree, and while doing so, we
penalize certain processes. If the trait does not change, we do not penalize it, but if it turns into
something else, we might decide to give it a penalty of 1, 2 or any other value. We could even go so
far as to provide specific weights for individual processes. We represent the processes by assuming
a finite set of character states, and a corresponding step matrix in which the transitions by which
one character state changes into another state are penalized. The matrix is typically symmetric (in
traditional parsimony), but nothing prevents us from using an individually designed matrix. Once this
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matrix has been established, we can calculate parsimony in a straightforward way. When working with
small trees, one can actually count the cases oneself, without using any complex algorithm. When
working with larger trees, using an algorithm is of course a better idea (Sankoff 1975).

The figure above shows different transition matrices (step matrices) and corresponding scenarios
for parsimony analyses. What are the major differences between these approaches, and what are
the consequences of using a non-symmetric matrix?

3.3 Maximum Likelihood

Maximum parsimony has a great disadvantage which consists in the lack of branch lengths, which are
typically not estimated when doing a parsimony analysis. That means, the underlying model assumes
that change from an ancestral to a descendant language always occurs in the same rate. This is of
course not very realistic with respect to language change (and biological change), and as a result,
alternative approaches were proposed already early, and one of the most important approaches is
the so-called pruning algorithm by Felsenstein (1973), which provides a new model, based on the
likelihood calculation that no longer solves the problem of finding the perfect scenario directly, but
instead evaluates all possible scenarios that could happen at once, calculating the likelihood of each
character state to appear in a certain position in the tree, while the tree is assumed to have branch
lengths, which have a direct influence on the likelihood.

What is the advantage of a likelihood model over a parsimony model apart from the possibility to
include branch lengths?
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Day 3: From Words to Stars
.

Johann-Mattis List (DLCE, MPI-EVA Leipzig)

1 Introduction

In historical linguistics, linguistic reconstruction is a rather important task. It can be divided into several
subtasks, like lexical reconstruction, phonological reconstruction, and syntactic reconstruction. From
the perspective of evolutionary biology, all of these tasks would be handled in a framework of ancestral
state reconstruction, in which biologists try to identify the ancestral state of a given biological feature.
In the linguistic literature, we do not often make a clear distinction between lexical and phonological
reconstruction. From the perspective of South-East Asian languages, however, this distinction is quite
important, since in this field, linguists often only embark on phonological reconstruction without trying
to reconstruct full words in ancestral languages.
In my definition of phonological reconstruction, linguists seek to reconstruct the sound system of

the ancestral language, the Ursprache that is no longer attested in written sources, by reconstructing
individual morphemes back to the ancestral language. The term lexical reconstruction is less frequently
used, then points to the reconstruction of whole lexemes in the proto-language, and requires sub-tasks,
like semantic reconstruction where one seeks to identify the original meaning of the ancestral word form
from which a given set of cognate words in the descendant languages developed, or morphological
reconstruction, where one tries to reconstruct the morphology, such as case systems, or frequently
recurring suffixes.

While the distinction of phonological and lexical reconstruction may be useful for the investigation of
South-East Asian languages, it may be less clear why one would need it for language families like
Indo-European. Or can we find arguments that justify the clear distinction here?

2 Reconstruction without Trees

While methods for the automated detection of cognates in multilingual wordlists (List 2017) are now
more and more frequently used by scholars to preprocess their data (Gerardi et al. 2022), before man-
ually correcting obvious errors made by the algorithms, methods for phonological reconstruction have
so far only been applied to very specific language families like the Austronesian languages (Bouchard-
Côté et al. 2013, Hruschka et al. 2015), and despite the success reported by scholars, they have not
made their way into the standard workflow of computer-assisted language comparison.
The reason for the lack of application lies, however, not only in the fact that the success stories were

only reported for those language families which are considered as “easy” to reconstruct, but also in the
fact that phonological reconstruction itself is often misinterpreted by these methods.
The first erroneous assumption of most proposed automatic methods for phonological reconstruction

is that the sounds used in a set of attested languages are necessarily the pool of sounds that would
also be the best candidates for the Ursprache. Already Saussure (1879) proposed that Proto-Indo-
European had at least two sounds that did not survive in any of the descendant languages. The
laryngeals, nowadays commonly represented as h₁, h₂, and h₃, leave complex traits in the vocalism
and the consonant systems of some Indo-European languages. Ever since then, it has been a standard
assumption that it is always possible that ancestral sounds in a given proto-language are not attested
in any of its descendants.
An additional methodological problem of the methods is that they are based on language trees,

which are either given to the algorithm or inferred during the process. In contrast to evolutionary
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biology, where most if not all approaches to ancestral state reconstruction are based on some kind
of phylogeny, the classical methods to infer ancestral sounds and ancestral sound systems can often
advance well without a phylogeny as a backbone.
The reason for this lies in the highly directional nature of sound change, especially in the consonant

systems of languages, which often makes it extremely easy to predict the ancestral sound without
invoking any phylogeny more complex than a star tree. For example, if a linguist observers a [k] in
one set of languages and a [ts] in another languages in the same alignment site of multiple cognate
sets, then they will immediately reconstruct a *k for the proto-language, since they know that [k] can
easily become [ts] but not vice versa. The same holds for many sound correspondence patterns that
can be frequently observed among all languages of the world, including cases like [p] and [f], [k] and
[x], and many more. Why should we bother about any phylogeny in the background, if we already
know that it is much more likely that these changes occurred independently? Directed character-state
assessments make a phylogeny unnecessary.

In which cases may it still be useful to know the phylogeny of a language family when doing a
phonological reconstruction?

3 Supervised Phonological Reconstruction

Supervised phonological reconstruction refers to a specific approach to phonological reconstruction in
which a part of the data has already been annotated. Thus, we suppose that a researcher has already
identified cognates in a dataset and already started to provide proto-forms for at least some part of
the data. A supervised method would now learn from the existing annotations (the proto-forms) and
then use this knowledge to provide proto-forms for so-called unseen data. In this way, supervised
techniques do not solve our problems for us, but they can help us to speed up the process of data
annotation, which may at times be quite tedious. In the following, we will look at some methods in
detail and try to understand the basic techniques of a new framework which comes rather close to the
way in which historical linguists would carry out reconstruction manually.

3.1 Supervised Phonological Reconstruction on the Rise

In the past decade, scholars have proposed quite a few new methods for both cognate reflex prediction
and supervised phonological reconstruction. List (2019) proposed a new method for the inference of
sound correspondence patterns from phonetic alignments, which also allows one to impute sounds in
correspondence patterns in which individual reflex sounds are missing, due to data sparsity. Bodt and
List (2022) employed this method in order to first predict missing words in Western Kho-Bwa languages
and then verify the predictions in subsequent fieldwork. List et al. (2022a) further expanded this work-
flow by using support vector machines to predict proto-forms from phonetic alignments, improving the
performance of the original method for reflex prediction proposed by List (2019). In a recently organized
Shared Task on cognate reflex prediction List et al. (2022b), the method of List et al. (2022a) proved
robust, but was outperformed by two new methods based on neural networks (Kirov et al. 2022), one
originally designed for the handling of place name pronunciations in Japan (Jones et al. 2022) and one
designed for the restoration of digital images in which pixels are missing (Liu et al. 2018). All in all, the
most successful methods in the shared task all showed good performance: when retaining 90% of the
data for training, the methods differed on average by one sound from the attested word forms.

If neural network approaches work so much better than alternative approaches, why should one
bother turning to alternative methods for the task of supervised phonological reconstruction?
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3.2 Basic Technique for Supervised Phonological Reconstruction

The basic technique we want to present in this context is based on our new framework, which makes
use of alignments and correspondence patterns (List et al. 2022a). The framework consists of two
major stages, one stage in which the system is trained with existing annotated data, and one stage in
which the trained system is applied to new data. The following graphic (taken from ibid.) illustrates the
different sub-steps of the major stages.

In the first stage, cognate sets are provided as input to the method (in phonetic transcriptions) and
then aligned as a first step (1). The aligned cognate sets are then trimmed, that means, that cases in
which a sound is only reflected in the proto-language but not in the descendant languages are treated
in such a way that the sound in the proto-language is merged with the sound in a preceding column of
the alignment (called trimming in our study). We then code for conditioning context, by extending the
resulting alignments with certain mostly abstract information about the position of the alignment site
within the alignment (e.g., if a correspondence pattern is in the beginning of a word) and we finally use
the alignments computed in this way to train a classifier, that is, a machine learning system that can
learn which proto-sound to yield when seeing only the rest of the data without the proto sound.
When applying this model to then reconstruct proto-forms from alignments, we repeat all steps, apart

from the trimming, which relies on the existence of the proto-form in the alignment. The system can
thus now be used to predict a proto-form for a given proto-language based on a cognate set.

Why should one code abstract context, why can’t we code complex context, like preceding and
following sounds, and the like?

3.3 Supervised Phonological Reconstructions in Historical Language Comparison

While the task of unsupervised phonological reconstruction, where algorithms would reconstruct a
proto-language from cognate sets from scratch, has not been sufficiently solved so far, we can see that
phonological reconstruction in a supervised setting has become a real option and could be integrated
into computer-assisted workflows, in which scholars first annotate parts of their data, then compute new
reconstructions automatically, and later refine them again. Given that the performance of our systems
was quite satisfying so far, we believe it would be useful to work more with supervised phonological
reconstructions, especially on language families with fewer resources.

Are there possibilities to estimate how well a reconstruction works for a given family, in order to make
sure that the proposals do not lead one astray?
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4 Uncertainty in Phonological Reconstruction

Although the results are inherently preliminary (as witnessed by the changes in Schleicher’s “Fabel”
over the last decades), linguists typically present their results in the form of discrete phonological units,
giving the impression of exactitude and rigor. Thus, although phonological reconstructions change with
time, when our knowledge or our assumptions about a language family change, we typically provide
the results as if they were final.

4.1 Representation of Uncertainty in Reconstruction in the Literature

With respect to the representation of reconstruction uncertainty, linguists typically come up with ad-hoc
solutions for individual language families or individual enterprises. In Indo-European studies, scholars
express their uncertainty with respect to the three laryngeals (*h₁, *h₂, or *h₃) by writing a capital *H.
In their reconstruction of Old Chinese, Baxter and Sagart (2014) employ a complex notation system
that puts uncertain parts of their reconstruction into brackets (with -[n] meaning, for example, that
the reconstruction could be either the final *n or to *r). In other cases, scholars mention alternative
reconstructions only in comments. While both manual and automated methods are inherently fuzzy
with respect to phonological reconstruction, so far, few methods known to us have explicitly embraced
fuzziness, trying to present uncertainty in reconstructions explicitly. An exception was the method of
List (2019), which offered degrees of uncertainty in the imputation of missing sounds in aligned cognate
sets, but the fuzzy reconstructions were not further evaluated or inspected.

What practices of representing uncertainty do you know of and what practices do you use?

4.2 A new Proposal for the Representation of Uncertainty

In Hill and List (2022), we follow Bodt and List (2022) who represent multiple options for the prediction
of an individual sound by using the pipe symbol | as a separator for the different options. The symbol
is often used in the meaning of “or” in regular expressions, which makes it particularly apt to represent
uncertainty, since we can interpret a fictitious proto-form like [p a|i t] as a kind of a regular expression
that matches both the form [p a t] and [p i t]. Note that this notation needs to be used with some care
when more than one sound is treated as uncertain, since the resulting expression will always match
the Cartesian product of the uncertain sounds. Thus, a fictitious proto-form [p a|i t|d] would match
four distinct proto-forms, namely the forms [p a t], [p i t], [p a d], and [p i d]. If scholars want to
explicitly propose two different proto-forms only, e.g. [p a t] vs. [p i d], our notation cannot be used.
We recommend instead to assume two distinct forms, which can both be proposed as possible proto-
forms for a given cognate set. Our fuzzy notation is thus only reserved for cases where the uncertainty
is independent of contextual information that could be derived from the proto-form.

Why can uncertainty not rather be represented on substrings instead of single characters?

4.3 Computing Fuzzy Reconstructions

Our method for the creation of fuzzy reconstructions is straighforward. We expand the framework for
supervised phonological reconstruction proposed by List et al. (2022a), by drawing several samples
from the same data, in which different parts of the forms are intentionally ignored. While the framework
of List et al. starts from a training set, in which proto-forms are provided and then a model is trained
that can be used to predict proto-forms for data that has not been seen before, we draw multiple
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samples, drop a certain number of words from each sample, and use the method by List et al. to
train the “classifier” that can be used to predict proto-forms from aligned cognate sets. Since we drop
data in each of the samples, each sample will produce slightly different proto-forms, depending on the
data which has been randomly ignored. The different proto-forms offered may point to problems in the
original data, or reveal cognate sets that in fact underspecify the proto-form.
In the default settings of our method, we create 10 proto-form predictors from the annotated data and

remove 10% of the word forms in each of the samples. When creating an individual reconstruction, we
feed our method with a concrete cognates set and then use all 10 predictors to predict proto-forms.
The predictions are then summarized, and we count for each position in the original alignment, how
often which proto-sound occurs. These fuzzy reconstructions are then represented in the form of a
sequence in which column of the alignment is represented by at least one sound, and each possible
sound is provided with a frequency in which it occurs in our 10 samples. The table below provides an
example from the Burmish data for the fuzzy prediction procedure and the specific output produced by
our method.

Since certain irregularities in the input data may be filtered from the different samples, irregular
patterns which could lead an algorithm to propose erroneous proto-forms, will be filtered out, and in
this way the overall robustness of individual reconstruction can be tested.

Robustness can be investigated with respect to individual proto-forms, but what other perspectives
on robustness could be invoked with this approach?

4.4 Visualizing Fuzzy Reconstructions

Apart from the technical representation shown above, we have experimented with different ways to
represent uncertainty or “fuzziness” in the tools we use to annotate etymological data. Since themanual
curation of the cognate sets was carried out with the help of the EDICTOR (List 2021, List et al. 2017,
https://digling.org/edictor), a web-based tool for the creation and curation of etymological
datasets, we extended the EDICTOR representation of phonetic alignments by adding a representation
which we call quintile-representation. In this representation, we represent the frequencies observed in
the ten predictions with the help of a table with five rows, in which each row represents the attested
symbols (converted from 10 to 5, to keep the table representation neat).
An example of this representation is given in the following figure, where we contrast the original

alignment of the cognate set “belly” in the Burmish languages with the quintile representation for the
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fuzzy reconstruction. As can be seen, the quintile representation does not show all uncertainties in the
initial ([ˀt] is missing) and the tone ([²] is missing), since these occur only in 10 percent of all samples.

Can you think of other ways in which uncertainty could be further visualized?

4.5 Application of Fuzzy Reconstructions

As a rather simple first approach to study the consequences of uncertainty on reconstructions, we can
look at those sounds which are frequently confused in our reconstructions. For the Karenic dataset
(Luangthongkum 2019) and the Burmish dataset (Gong and Hill 2020) which we investigated in our
study (Hill and List 2022), we identified the following sounds to be confused most frequently.

As can be seen from the individual results for the Karen and Burmish data, the particular problems are
quite different across both datasets and cannot be directly compared with each other. A major difficulty
in the Karenic data is the reconstruction of voiceless sonorants ([n̥], [l]̥, [m̥], etc.), which the author
proposes on the basis of the tonal development in some of the descendant languages (Luangthongkum
2019). Since there are quite a few exceptions with respect to the tonal development, we find that the
original reconstruction itself cannot always indicate clearly whether a proto-sound should be voiced or
voiceless, which is at times marked by putting the h, which is used to mark a sonorant as voiceless
in parentheses (resulting in forms like (h)n-, ibid.). The confusion of the tone marked as [⁰] with other
tones results from our annotation practice of certain weak syllables, in which originally no tone was
reconstructed. Since we wanted to indicate a tone nevertheless, to fill the slot in our alignment, the [⁰]
thus marks an underspecified value, which – as the fuzzy reconstructions show – might just as well be
given a more concrete reconstruction.
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In the Burmish data, on the other hand, we find three major types of confusion. The first relates to the
reconstruction of tones. The reconstruction here is often predicted by the nature of the final consonants,
which are not actively used in the automated reconstruction method. This may explain the confusion
in this case. The second case relates to the reconstruction of gaps (marked by the symbol [-]), which
are often confused with sounds occurring in coda position, such as [ŋ], [r], or [ʔ]. The confusion
of pre-glottalized initials like [ˀs] and [ˀk] and their non-glottalized counterparts also results from the
fact that the reconstruction of pre-glottalized initials depends on the vowels that appear as reflexes
in certain Burmish languages. Since this information was not taken into account by our automated
method, it is not surprising that results may vary here.

The confusion resulting from information that is not represented in the individual column of an align-
ment but in other parts shows that additional analyses in which we take the vowel information in the
Burmish languages and the tonal information in the Karenic languages into account would be useful
in the future. But how could one implement these analyses in concrete?

4.6 Uncertainty due to Problematic Cognate Judgements

As another concrete example for the benefits of checking for uncertainty in reconstruction, the method
allows us to identify quite a few cases where individual cognate judgments turned out to be erroneous
and should be modified in future versions of our data. As an example, consider cognate set #288
“dung (horse)” in our Burmish data, shown the table below. That erroneous cognate judgments occur
in larger etymological projects is inevitable to some degree. Here, our method for the reconstruction of
“fuzzy” proto-forms directly helps us to identify and eliminate these problems in future releases of our
data.

What other use-cases of the approach for the reconstruction of fuzzy proto-forms could one think
of?

4.7 Context-Dependency of Reconstructions

While phonological reconstruction can in themajority of the cases be successfully carried out by consid-
ering individual correspondence patterns alone, there are certain cases where it is not enough to look
at a pattern in isolation. What needs to be done instead is to evaluate the pattern in combination with
other patterns from the same alignment. Although our method for automatic phonological reconstruc-
tion was designed in such a way that it can in theory account for this context-dependency of individual
reconstructions, we did not take specific and known processes of sound change in the Burmish and the
Karenic data into account, when applying our method to the data. This was done on purpose, since
we wanted to see how far we can get with a unified approach. Individual reconstruction errors and
cases of uncertainty in the automated reconstruction, however, show that context-dependency should
be accounted for in future applications of our approach.
As an example for the problems resulting from ignoring context-dependencies, the following table

shows the reconstruction for the cognate set #536 “shy, be / bashful” in the Burmish data. As we
can see, Lashi has a retracted vowel (indicated by the bar under the vowel, shaded in gray in the
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table). Retracted vowels are taken as evidence for the reconstruction of pre-glottalized initials in Proto-
Burmish, while the correspondence pattern of the initial itself does not provide concrete evidence for
the presence or absence of pre-glottalization. As a result, we can see that the automated method is
uncertain, proposing a pre-glottalized initial in 70% of the cases, and a plain initial in 30%.

Can context-dependency be addressed with the current methods, and what would one have to keep
in mind when doing so?
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Day 4: From Words to Deeds
.

Johann-Mattis List (DLCE, MPI-EVA Leipzig)

1 Overview
On this last day of our small lecture series, we want to look into the practical consequences of what
has been discussed so far. We will focus on two basic tools which I use in my own research on
computer-assisted language comparison, LingPy (List and Forkel 2022b) and EDICTOR (List 2021a).
Both tools are being actively developed and are freely accessible online. While LingPy is a software
library for quantitative tasks in historical linguistics which requires basic programming skills, EDICTOR
can in theory be used and applied without any deeper knowledge of programming. However, in order
to get started with EDICTOR, it is still important to have a good account of certain data formats that are
commonly used, and the major ideas behind the tool, which may at times not be exactly what historical
linguists expect, specifically those linguists who have been used to working out their etymologies in
very free formats or in prose form. Before we discuss these two tools in detail, however, we will have
a look at general principles and recommendations for the handling of data in historical linguistics.

2 Data Preparation
Linguists who prepare their own data often come up with their own, seemingly convenient, formats
for data representation which often have huge disadvantages in terms of transparancy and inter-
operability. It is therefore generally recommended to pay close attention to the basic formats underlying
LingPy and EDICTOR on the one hand and the Cross-Linguistic Data Formats (CLDF) initiative on the
other hand (Forkel et al. 2018), which are by now largely compatible, with tools that allow for a facilitated
conversion from one format to the other (Forkel and List 2020, List 2021b).

2.1 General Rules
Most data annotation in linguistics, even the annotation of texts, can be conveniently represented in
a table, and scholars tend to make extensive use of tables – using different kinds of spreadsheet
software – when annotating their data. The most obvious failure when preparing data in tables is to
include multiple different types of information into one cell. Thus, if a word has a variant, scholars often
place it into one cell in their tables and separate the entries by a comma, a colon, a tilde, a dash, or
at times even by a back-slash, often even using all of these separators inconsistently for the same
dataset. A first and general rule for data creation is therefore (1).

(1) Only one type of information should be put into one cell in a spreadsheet.**

This rule is extremely important and should not be negotiated.In our experience resulting from working
with a large number of differently coded datasets, which we retro-standardized as part of the Lexibank
project (List et al. 2022a), annotation errors are usually inevitable, even when scholars try to be con-
sistent. Computers are not like humans, and if one wants to profit from computers to ease one’s work,
one needs to understand that computers cannot guess whether commas and slashes are used with or
without without semantic difference when listing word variants. Even humans often have a hard time
to understand the meaning of different separators used in the same dataset, even if they created the
data themselves.
A more general rule deriving from this first rule is the rule (2).
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(2) All information valid for a given analysis needs to be consistently annotated.**

This means, for example, that, if root alternation is important for one’s reconstruction and cognate
decisions, one needs to think of ways to represent root alternation in consistent markup. If one’s data
contains reflexes of an alternating protoform *ka- vs. *ku-, for example, it is not sufficient to simply write
*ka- ~*ku- and listing the reflexes, assuming that readers will understand which reflex stems from which
of the two alternants. Instead, Two proto-forms should be listed, the variants should be assigned to the
correct proto-form from which they evolve, and the additional information should be given that *ka- and
*ku- are variants of the same root. This practice is rarely used in etymological dictionaries, and therefore
also often disregarded in databases. It is, however, obvious that it is the only way to transparently list
what reflex stems from which proto-variant. In a broader sense, this is not a only matter of a more
computational approach to historical linguistics, but rather a matter of improving our common practices
in historical linguistics, which have been for too long a time based on very lax guidelines.

What is the problem with lax guidelines in a scientific discipline like historical linguistics?

2.2 Representing Data in Tables
Apart from texts, tables are the most frequently used data structures in linguistics. Specifically in
historical linguistics, scholars tend to represent all kinds of data in tables, ranging from wordlists, via
cognate sets, up to regular sound correspondence patterns. It is therefore not surprising that computer-
assisted tools for historical language comparison also invoke a tabular format. Not all tabular formats
used in the field, however, are useful for data analysis.
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As an example, consider the widely used format by which languages are represented in columns and
concepts are represented in rows, which is shown in the figure A above. This format lacks flexibility,
as there is only one piece of information that we can give for each concept in a given language. When
dealing with more languages it becomes more and more impractical, since it is difficult to inspect all
languages on a screen, specifically because scrolling horizontally is always more difficult than scrolling
vertically.
Despite its shortcomings, the ”language-columns-concepts-rows” format is one of the most widely

used formats in historical linguistics, and scholars even have often extended it in order to allow for the
display of cognacy among the words listed in the individual cells, or to make it possible to present more
than one word form as the translatioon of a given concept in a given language. Here, the problems of
the format become even more evident, since cognate information is often added in an ad-hoc manner.
Thus, for the handling of synonyms, the STARLING format (Starostin 2000) adds additional rows for
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individual concepts, as shown in figure B above. Other studies use commas or other separators to
display more than one entry in the same cell (a format commonly used to import data into the Re-
fLeX database, Segerer and Flavier 2015, as shown in figure C. We even find cases where additional
columns for languages with synonyms are added, as illustrated in figure D.
When it comes to the annotation of cognate sets inside these tables, the formats become even more

creative, ranging from color-coding to represent cognate words, via multi-sheet formats, up to cases
where scholars even binarize their cognate data manually, instead of having this done automatically
(compare examples in Forkel et al. 2018).
Software packages like STARLING try to circumvent the problems resulting from the basic tabular

format by allowing for additional columns which add additional information for the same language. As
a result, STARLING tables currently have three columns for each language, one for the original word
form, one for the cognate judgments, and one for comments. LingPy and EDICTOR, the two packages
which provide the major methodology discussed in this study, however, employ a different approach
which greatly increases the flexibility of the format.
The major principle of this approach is to reserve one row in the spreadsheet for exactly *one word

form*. Additional information for each word form is provided in additional columns (which can be
flexibly added by the user). The content of each column in these EDICTOR-spreadsheets is given in
the header of the file, with the first column being reserved for a numeric ID which should be greater than
0. This column should be called ID. Additional columns can be flexibly ordered, but should provide
basic information on the name of the language (usually called DOCULECT), on the concept that is
expressed by the word (called CONCEPT), and – in order to be able to compare words – a column
providing the word form segmented into individual sound units (called ‘TOKENS‘). Depending on
the analysis one wants to carry out, additional columns need to be supplied, but they can be empty
when starting with an analysis. Thus, in order to store cognate sets, a column for full cognates (often
called COGID) or a column for partial cognates (often called COGIDS) should be supplied. In order to
annotate morphemes with the help of morpheme glosses, a column storing this information should be
added (often called MORPHEMES). In order to store phonetic alignments, an alignment column (often
called ALIGNMENT) should be added.

The figure above shows a sample table for a dataset on Polynesian languages (List et al. 2018), in
which an extra column for borrowings (BORROWING) was added, in which information on borrowing
is stored in a binary format (if a word is considered to be borrowed, it is given a 1, otherwise a 0).
Additionally, a column for the original value in the original data has been added (VALUE), as well as a
column showing the intermediate word format extracted from the value without segmentation (FORM).
If one wants to prepare one’s data in this format, it is recommend to start with a spreadsheet editor

(such as Excel, LibreOffice, or GoogleSheets), where one inserts the values as indicated above. In
order to convert this spreadsheet into the required tab-separated value format, the easiest way is to
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create an empty file with the ending .tsv, to open the file with a text editor (a program like Word should
not be used), and to copy-paste all columns and rows with values (individual cells can be empty of
course, but no rows and no columns should be fully empty and all columns should have a header and
all rows should have an ID) into this file. Having done so, the data can be directly accessed with LingPy
from within Python scripts, or loaded into EDICTOR, where one can directly manipulate it.

What is so important about tables when discussing data in historical linguistics?

3 EDICTOR
The EDICTOR (https://digling.org/edictor, List 2017, List 2021a) is a web-based tool for
the curation of etymological data in historical linguistics. The tool has a modular structure which is
organized in the form of panels. Panels are windows which open once data was loaded into the tool,
and users can investigate their data by loading different panels at the same time. The basic panel, the
WORDLIST panel, is used to edit data, similar to the way in which this can be done in a spreadsheet
editor. Additional panels help to annotate cognates, to align words, or to analyze the data interactively.

3.1 Getting Started with the EDICTOR
What users need in order to use the tool is a text-file encoded in the form in which it was discussed
in the previous section, that is, a file in the standard format in which each word is given a row, and a
header informs which type of data a certain column contains. In order to use the tool, users need to
open the website, located at https://digling.org/edictor (for the development version, see
https://lingulist.de/edev in their browser and drag their file into the BROWSE button which
which shows up on the top left of the window.
EDICTOR is written in plain JavaScript. When invoking the tool in this form, the code runs entirely

on the system of the user and no data will be send to any servers. As a result, no data can be stolen,
users cannot be tracked, and nobody even knows that one is using the tool. Thus, there is no need
to be afraid that using the EDICTOR tool will result in data theft in any form. Apart from the fact that it
is unlikely that anybody would appropriate somebody else’s collected data, it is also not possible, as
long as users load a file from their computer into the system and later also export it back from there.
The following figure shows the typical Wordlist panel of the EDICTOR which opens after loading a

dataset.
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Why is it not possible that the EDICTOR system will save users’ data when somebody uses it through
the web interface?

3.2 Features of the EDICTOR
The basic structure of the EDICTOR tool is based on panels, which allow users to inspect, modify, or
analyze their data in specific regards. Panels can also be used to interact together in solving certain
tasks. Thus, there is a panel for the annotation of cognate sets, a panel for the annotation of partial
cognate sets (which will probably disappear from a future version or frozen and no longer developed
actively), and there is a panel to edit the basic data in tabular form and a rather new panel to edit
morpheme glosses and partial cognates at the same time.
For the inspection and analysis of the data, there is a panel allowing to check the phonology of a given

language variety (along with the possibility to create an IPA chart), there is a panel to inspect various
forms of colexifiations (which will be significantly altered in future versions), and there are two important
new panels, one showing the cognate set distribution across concepts and languages, allowing also
for an export to Nexus format, and one allowing scholars to investigate sound correspondence patterns
in their data.
The following figure shows the Cognates panel of the EDICTOR, which can be used to annotate

cognate sets in a consistent manner.
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What is the difference between annotation and inspection when it comes to the EDICTOR panels?

4 LingPy
LingPy (https://lingpy.org, List and Forkel 2022b) is a Python library for quantitative tasks in
historical linguistics. With the help of LingPy, several methods which are important for the analysis of
wordlists and etymological data can be carried out automatically, including phonetic alignment analyses
and automated cognate detection (List 2014), basic phylogenetic analyses using the UPGMA (Sokal
and Michener 1958) or Neighbor-joining algorithm (Saitou and Nei 1987), and several tasks that help
to manipulate word list data in various forms. A couple of years ago, we started to extend LingPy
with LingRex (https://pypi.org/project/lingrex, List and Forkel 2022c), a Python library
dedicated to various tasks related to linguistic reconstruction, which specifically offers access to the
new algorithms for correspondence pattern detection (List 2019), and phonological reconstruction (List
et al. 2022b). An important feature of LingPy and LingRex is that the basic formats that the libraries
read and write are directly compatible with the tab-separated wordlist formats required by the EDICTOR
tool. As a result, we now use EDICTOR and LingPy/LingRex in combination, and preprocess a given
dataset automatically in order to later refine it manually (Wu et al. 2020).

4.1 Getting Started with LingPy
Installing LingPy and LingRex should by now no longer be a problem for those who have some ex-
perience with the installation of Python libraries. Both libraries work without problem on Windows,
MacOS, and Linux systems. Numerous tutorials exist, both in the form of articles (List et al. 2018)
and in the form of online tutorials (https://lingpy.org), and we try to regularly update the ba-
sic documentation of our software packages. Additional information can also be found in our blog,
where we provide tutorials and howtos on computer-assisted language comparison on a regular basis,
with at least one contribution per month (https://calc.hypotheses.org). In case of questions
it is never wrong to write me an email to inquire, or to file an issue on our GitHub pages (https:
//github.com/lingpy/lingpy and https://github.com/lingpy/lingrex).

Where should one start if one does not know anything about programmiing at all?
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4.2 Features of LingPy
As mentioned, LingPy and LingRex offer a larger array of methods and implementations for algorithms
that were proposed to solve certain problems in historical linguistics, such as the detection of cognates
in multilingual wordlists, the alignment of sound sequences, or the reconstruction of phylogenetic trees,
as well as initial approaches to phonological reconstruction and borrowing detection (List and Forkel
2022a). It is furthermore important to note that the models for data handling which we have discussed
in the course so far are all directly implemented (or represented) in LingPy and thus help us to make
sure that our theoretical approaches to data representation andmodeling prove useful in practice. In the
future we will try to expand LingPy and LingRex further, adding specifically new methods to borrowing
detection and developing new methods for the automated segmentation of words into morphemes.

Why would the segmentation of words into morphemes be useful in historical linguistics?
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